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J enny* had been using the services of a financial planner to help get to the 
financial position she was in, yet it had come to the point in her life that she 
wanted more from a planner and decided to look elsewhere for help with a 
self-managed super fund. 

Jenny approached Simon Dowd, a planner with Noall & Co. Financial Planning, 
with questions about whether she was right for a SMSF. 

Dowd immediately noticed that on the surface Jenny had achieved a good base. She 
had a principal residence and two investment properties, a share portfolio, a managed 
fund portfolio, a reasonable super balance and she was supporting herself through an 
income of over $300,000 per annum.

“She appeared to be in a good position,” said Dowd. 

Jenny told Dowd she was anticipating her salary would be reduced soon in order to 
pursue specific career objectives, therefore she had a limited window of 10-15 years 
to generate sufficient wealth to finance living from age 50 onwards. 

On closer inspection, Dowd found there were more then a few unnecessary issues 
with Jenny’s investments. 

“I found that she had complex lending arrangements, comprising of P&I and I/O 
loans, residence and investment property aligned with same debt, and two margin 
loans to manage. This was in addition to her share and managed fund portfolios 
being highly geared at 62% and 71% and with increased risk of margin calls.”

Dowd also discovered Jenny had retail platforms for two superannuation accounts 
and managed fund portfolio inappropriate for current portfolio, resulting in 
increased costs. She also had no set investment direction with ad-hoc cash injections 
into share portfolio, resulting in high rates of brokerage relative to sum invested  
at 2%. 

“Furthermore, Jenny had a low level of liquidity with only 7.34% of the total 
portfolio, she said she had plans for renovations and wanted to draw on that liquidity 
and it wasn’t going to be enough,” said Dowd. 
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On top of that, Dowd was concerned that Jenny’s wish to move 
and buy another property would add complexity to existing 
accounting.

“Not too mention she wouldn’t be accessing her super for 
another 19 years or so.”

Finally, Dowd decided Jenny’s portfolios were not structured 
holistically with:

Overweight allocation to property amplified with inclusion of 
exposure to property in super and managed fund portfolios;

Direct share portfolio having same effect with inclusion of AEQ 
in super and managed funds;

Additional problem of high exposure to cash in geared portfolio.

Breakdown of the client’s financial profile

FinAnciAl ProFile

Age 41

Marital status Single

Income $300,000 p.a.

Super in accumulation phase $220,000

Assets $3.23 million

Liabilities $1.48 million

Super advice
“Jenny’s real intention when coming to see me was to determine 
whether she qualified for an SMSF, which she clearly did as she 
wanted that level of control over her super,” said Dowd. 

A key benefit for Jenny switching to a SMSF was that she was 
now paying less for her anticipated annual administration 
(accounting) costs then she had previously been for existing 
platform arrangements, not including start-up costs in first year. 
She would also be making concessional contributions up to the 
cap cut off level.

“While there was also a need to build a nonsuper portfolio to 
fund living pre-age 60, Jenny obviously anticipates living past 60 
so we identified the need to increase her super portfolio but we 
would struggle to transfer investible assets into super by 
retirement if all allocations directed outside super going 
forward,” said Dowd. 

“And of course reduction in personal tax payable a benefit.”

Dowd also made ancillary recommendations and allocated 
Jenny’s rental increases into super as recommended strategies 
fully funded, increasing her super balance by more than 
$360,000. What’s more, 50% of salary increases are now directed 
into super – further increase super benefit by more than 
$200,000.

inSuring Jenny’S future
Dowd found that Jenny was well covered for Death, TPD and 
Trauma cover for her net level of debt, as he felt her cover 
should keep pace with anticipated increase in gearing.

“Although we will review annually and adjust when appropriate.”

Dowd did increase Jenny’s income protection as she was only 
covered for an income of $170,000 per annum, far less then 
what she was actually earning. 

changing it up
Looking over Jenny’s investments Dowd decided to implement 
some new gearing strategies, namely geared investments into 
separately managed accounts and exchange-traded funds. 

By doing this, Dowd was able to reduce Jenny’s transaction 
costs, personalise her tax treatment, average out the dollar costs 
and gain higher transparency.

“Importantly, we also gained global diversification within clearly 
defined investment objectives.”

Dowd also worked on consolidating her debt, refinancing into a 
tailored portfolio facility with a global limit.

Dowd said there were multiple benefits to this strategy, 
including:

Simplified structure with only one lender;

Streamlined – each debt attached to each property/portfolio, 
easier accounting;

Global equity limit – which will provide simplified means for 
acquisition of future property and sufficient equity for Jenny’s 
planned renovations;

No margin calls associated with gearing for share and managed 
fund portfolios.

“Due to the size of the loan, we were able to negotiate a 
favorable rate, saving Jenny over $17,000 on interest in first year 
alone.”

Dowd also introduced debt recycling, using surplus cash flow to 
reduce non-deductible debt and create equity for deductible 
gearing into portfolios. By doing this, Jenny will increase her net 
wealth by over $210,000 and pay off her home mortgage over 
ten years sooner.

 “As an incidental, between initial meeting and refinancing 
Jenny purchased a new car taking out a personal loan. This loan 
was easily refinanced through equity available under global limit 
both reducing interest payable and the number of lenders to just 
one,” said Dowd. 

Finally, Dowd recommended a portfolio lending facility that 
could be easily adjusted as Jenny was planning to add to her two 
investment properties, moving out of her home and making it a 
third investment. 
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the difference with advice
Before visiting Dowd, Jenny had two superannuation accounts, 
a managed portfolio, a stockbroker, two margin loans, three 
properties and associated loans and complex accounting each 
year. Now she uses only Dowd as her central contact for her 
cash flow and portfolio.

“Jenny was always in a good position financially, she had 
achieved a good level of success with her investments and was 
active with her portfolio, but now things are more streamlined 
and much of the loose ends have been tied up,” said Dowd.

“Our strategies will contribute an estimated additional net $2.5 
million towards Jenny’s wealth over the next 15 years. She now 
has a clear, structured and fully funded investment strategy in 
place.”

The simplified lending facility is now providing ongoing easy 
access to available equity, with automated debt recycling and 
repayment of interest on investment loans; and automated 
regular gearing facility in place, averaging in to domestic and 
international equity markets.

Jenny also benefits from reduced brokerage costs, reduced 
administration costs associated with a managed portfolio and 
super, reduced interest expenses, and regular geared investing 
which all contribute to a greater rate of accumulating wealth.

“Jenny also now has sufficient cover in place to extinguish debt, 
and to finance recommended regular gearing and superannuation 
contribution strategies until retirement,” said Dowd. 

fee Structure 
Noall & Co charge fees for service although the plan preparation 
fee was waived as committed to recommendations discussed.

“As such, the first year service and implementation fee of $5,250 
was paid for by referral fee received from lender. Ongoing 
management is a minimum monthly fee of $165 which is 
debited, along with a FUM-based fee of 0.6% p.a. until the 
combined fee reaches our normal annual fee for service level at 
which time her fees will be locked,” said Dowd. 
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